
WEDNESDAY 13 MAY 2020 KIS Grade 5

Subject Learning outcomes MUST DO How will I know I am successful? Can do… (optional)

Numeracy 30-40 mins. https://www.tutorialspoint.com/ordered_pairs/readin
g_point_in_the_coordinate_plane.htm  
Firstly look at this link.
On page one you will read how negative numbers can be used 
on coordinate planes…. Read it and try the answers of the 
examples out loud to yourself.
Secondly go to the bottom of the link and push… Next Page. 
Here you will see a list of 10 multichoice questions… look at 
the objects on each graph and choose the pair you think is 
written correctly.

On the side of each multichoice 
question there is a show answer 
box. Use this to mark yourself…. 
Do this as you go so you are 
correcting your mistakes!

There is a third page of alike 
questions on this link too - if you 
want!

PYPX 10.00 every day this week meet with Mr Eric who is going to guide you 
through the ICT options of presenting your PYPX. HOPE you know by now!

UOI PYPX  Designing your presentation  Your space is ready, now how are you going to use it? 
You have 5 minutes it is not very long to pack in all the knowledge you have found out during the exhibition 
process. First look through all of your notes, decide what has to be said and what can be left out? Make a timeline 
of your 5 minutes. What will you say first to get people interested? How will you make those very important 
connections from your lines of inquiry to your passion, concepts, your primary resource, research and action? 
What will be your big finish? Could you include somebody playing the game you made? Write down your plan. 
Talk this over with somebody.  
(NO Hangout for students today as it is Parent coffee meeting on ZOOM each Wednesday 1pm now!)
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